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NaTasha Wanzer replied 2 replies
Renato Lopes

lam sharing this Qi
on Thu Like Reply More

Alix Freck

Ah but see- that's the problem! Blm only
comes out when someone is killed. All these
people in solidarity that don't actually do
shit. Oh I'm going to go buy from a black
owned restaurant now look at me I'm so

good and anti-racist. No one is actually
standing up for change in the form of action
other than parading around and feeding into
violence
on Thu Like Reply More
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Gerald Franquemont
At least one group does, Alix....and

when I think about it, having gone to
Washington to protest Nam, running
down allies for what I felt was my life
to avoid getting arrested, having fellow
students not make it back to
Gettysburg College Monday because
they'd been arrested, I guess I
understand this group, https://
franque23.wordpress.com/2020/
06/02/please-pass-the-antifa-salad/
Please pass the Antifa
salad.
franque23.woidpress.com
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Ash Albinson

Please pass the Antifa
salad.
franque23.wordpress.com

22hrs Like Reply More

Ash Albinson
Alix, what you're saying is very
problematic and endemic of the

white privilege that underpins a lot
of the issues being discussed right
now. No one has ever been given

their rights by kindly asking, from
the starting of our country (Boston
Tea Party) to women's rights
(Suffrage protests, The Women's
March, #metoo), the call to end the
Vietnam War (Vietnam protests),

gay rights (Stonewall riots, Gay
Liberation Movement), civil rights
(sit ins, Million Man March),
women's rights, gun control (The
March for our lives), etc. Black

people and allies have been talking
about the many ways in which their
communities are negatively
impacted by over-policing and
racist policies such as Stop and
Frisk, but no one seems to be

listening. If it takes people
protesting constantly in order to get
the message across that Black
Lives Matter, then perhaps I think
you need to look at the society we
live in and its refusal to listen

instead of getting mad at the
messenger. ^ 1
6 hrs Like Reply More

Alix Freck
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Ash Albinson https://
rn.facebook.com/story.php7story.

fbid=10222329269156122&id=1098
686536&sfnsn=mo
2 In s Like Reply More
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Alix Freck

Is this guy showing his white privilege
too by describing violent protesting
2 hrs Like Reply More
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Ash Albinson

Alix, I again want to try and reiterate
that you have so many privileges as a
white woman that you may not fully
appreciate how lucky you are to not
need to protest or riot to feel heard. I
want to believe that you are willing to
sit down and listen to those who are
oppressed in order to understand that
your position is flawed and frankly
laughable. I myself have been arrested
many times in protest of problematic
situations that needed to be addressed
and recognize that even though these
issues did not direct impact me they
needed to be fixed. If you are unwilling
to admit you're being willfully ignorant
in order to maintain a problematic
status quo, nothing I say nor anything
anyone else says can help you. I could

sit here and post video and video of
police violence but instead I'm going to
believe that you as a library
professional can do this yourself. If you
are unable to do so, perhaps consider
stepping down from your position of
institutional power to allow someone
who is more enlightend than yourself
to empower others.

3

Alix Freck

Ash Albinson what an interesting
thought I'll have to mull it over. Perhaps
I should leave my Job because I don't
think entire communities should be
destroyed and more innocent lives lost.

Maybe you should instead accept that
not everyone feels the same as you.
17mins UE(e Reply SVJorci

Ash Albinson

Instead of self pitying you should
consider self reflection. I have literally
been on the frontlines of protests and
seen what happens to communities

when they are sidelined for the status
quo in order to prevent people like you
from feeling uncomfortable in your
terrible choices. This isn't a situation

which there are multiple valid point of
view, it actually boils down to whether
or not you recognize the suffering of
the black community or if you're
blinded by your own prejudice. If you
can't see that then please sit down and
stop talking. You're the problem Alix.

Either recognize that or admit you're
ignorant of the issues.
Just now Like Reply More
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Kimberly Shafer

Damien Jones
Jun 5 at 12:14 AM
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I felt a need to fact-check this post since I thought it
could not be possible for grenade launchers to be legal
for citizens to own and carry... but apparently they
are...

I am not against citizens owning guns, but I am very

much for restricting how destructive those guns should
be. In what scenario does a citizen need one of these?
0+
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Matt Welch
Junl at1:35PM • Q

Bryce Tache

Just a couple weeks ago "protesters"

brought their guns and a ROCKET
LAUNCHER to a Subway because they
didn't want to wear MASKS so don't you
dare tell me there aren't 2 sets of rules in
America.
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Matt Welch
June 1 at 1:35 PM • 0
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View 1 more comment
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Alix Freck

Oh pick me! For when the government tells you you have
to shut down your business takes away your livelihood
and then you try for unemployment but can't get it
there's just not enough and a poor system to start then
they take away your right to purchase arms at all (West
Palm Beach FL, current) then they instill curfew and
martial law and control your ability to go out and get
food etc. We're half way there now. That's when you need

the ability to fight back against corruption.
Like

Reply

^ View 1 more reply
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Alix Freck
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Fascinating - 40 percent of people have recently purchased a gun for
the first time and 40 percent are women Which leads me to believe
women feel like they need protection . And yet a mayor decides to

suspend the ability of people to buy said protection? So many things
should never happen-such as the second amendment being taken
away.

THEFEDERALISTCOM

Florida Mayor Bans Guns And Ammo Sales During
State Of 'Present Danger'

Ihttps://
rn.facebook.com/story.php7story.

fbid=10222329269156122&id=1098
686536&sfnsn=mo
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Ah but see- that's the problem! Blm only
comes out when someone is killed. Alt these
people in solidarity that don't actually do
shit. Oh I'm going to go buy from a black

Alix, what you're saying is very
problematic and endemic of the

Is this guy showing his white privilege
too by describing violent protesting

white privilege that underpins a lot
of the issues being discussed right
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now. No one has ever been given

their rights by kindly asking, from
the starting of our country (Boston
Tea Party) to women's rights
(Suffrage protests. The Women's
March, #metoo). the call to end the
Vietnam War (Vietnam protests),

owned restaurant now look at me I'm so
good and anti-racist. No one is actually

standing up for change in the form of action
other than parading around and feeding into
violence

Alix, I again want to try and reiterate
that you have so many privileges as a
white woman that you may not fully
appreciate how lucky you are to not
need to protest or riot to feel heard. I
want to believe that you are willing to
sit down and listen to those who are
oppressed in order to understand that
your position is flawed and frankly
laughable. I myself have been arrested
many times in protest of problematic
situations that needed to be addressed
and recognize that even though these
issues did not direct impact me they
needed to be fixed. If you are unwilling
to admit you're being willfully ignorant
in order to maintain a problematic
status quo, nothing I say nor anything
anyone else says can help you. I could
sit here and post video and video of
police violence but instead I'm going to

gay rights (Stonewall riots. Gay
Liberation Movement), civil rights
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(sil ins. Million Man March),
women's rights, gun control (The
March for our lives), etc. Black

people and allies have been talking
about the many ways in which their
communities are negatively
impacted by over-policing and
racist policies such as Stop and
Frisk, but no one seems to be
listening. If it takes people
protesting constantly in order to get
the message across that Black
Lives Matter, then perhaps I think
you need to look at the society we
live in and its refusal to listen
instead of getting mad at the
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believe that you as a library
professional can do this yourself. If you
are unable to do so, perhaps consider
stepping down from your position of
institutional power to allow someone

who is more enlightend than yourself
Alix Freck

to empower others.
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